Digital Key Safes
LKS200 & LKS500 instructions
The key safe is an ideal secure solution for the control of spare keys and allows

authorized persons only to gain access to a key or keys by entering their chosen
code combination.(choose your code wisely, one that you will remember and that is
not familiar to anyone else). It is recommended to change the code periodically,
and to install the key safe in a concealed, discreet position either internally or
externally.
All Lockey key safes are supplied with the same factory code, it is 1982B.
THEREFORE PLEASE SET A NEW CODE BEFORE USING.
Re-setting a new code;
·To open press 1982B and turn knob to the right and lift out key safe front
- Press in B button and tum knob to left
- undo the 2 red screws and lift off the plate
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carefully. Supplied with the key safe are:
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4 x fixing screws
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4 x raw plugs
1 x tweezers
1 x blue non code tumbler
2 x red code tumblers
- Decide on the new code WHICH MUST ALWAYS END IN B
never remove the B tumbler
·Your code group can consist of from 3 to 6 digits i.e. 690AB or
1580B
{although your code group is not sequential there are over 4,000 code possibilities)
-The code is determined by the number of red tumblers
used (blue are non code)
·To increase your code add more red
tumblers, to decrease add more blue
-Turn the knob to the left to allow the tumblers to slide in & out easily
-Using the tweezers provided move the
tumblers to your own code {the tumblers are shaped to fit into the slots)
-All the tumblers in row 6 to B must be placed in as per the diagram,
-All the tumblers in row 1 to A must be placed in as per the diagram
The coloured tip must be facing upward
Do not force the tumblers in, simply turn the front
knob and they will drop in.
-Replace the plate securing with the red screws.
Test your new code before locking up your Key Safe.
-Lock your Key Safe by sliding into the box,
Pressing the B button and turning the knob the left.
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